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Atom trapping in deeply bound states of a far-off-resonance optical lattice
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We form a one-dimensional optical lattice for Cs atoms using light tuned a few thousand linewidths below
atomic resonance. Atoms are selectively loaded into deeply bound states by adiabatic transfer from a super-
imposed, near-resonance optical lattice. This yields a mean vibrational excitationn̄'0.3 and localizationDz
'l/20. Light scattering subsequently heats the atoms, but the initial rate is only of order 1023 vibrational
quanta per oscillation period. Low vibrational excitation, strong localization, and low heating rates make these
atoms good candidates for resolved-sideband Raman cooling.@S1050-2947~97!50706-2#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk
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The ac Stark shift~light shift! arising in laser interference
patterns can be used to create stable periodic potential
neutral atoms. Under appropriate conditions these ‘‘opt
lattices’’ will laser cool and trap atoms in individual optic
potential wells, with center-of-mass motion in the quantu
regime. Experiments have explored a number of such lat
configurations in one, two, and three dimensions, and
tailed insight into the dynamics of cooling and trapping h
been gained through probe absorption and fluorescence s
troscopy@1#. The possibility of atomic confinement deep
the Lamb-Dicke regime suggests that it is worthwhile to p
sue schemes for resolved-sideband Raman cooling@2# and
quantum-state preparation@3#, as recently demonstrated fo
trapped ions.

In a standard optical lattice formed by near-resona
light, control of the center-of-mass motion is limited by rap
laser cooling and heating processes that occur at a rate
termined by photon scattering. These dissipative proce
are readily avoided when the lattice is formed by inten
light tuned far from atomic transition. Such far-off-resonan
lattices have been used extensively in atom optics as diff
tion gratings and lenses@4# and as model systems in which
study quantum chaos@5# and quantum transport@6#. When
far-off-resonance optical lattices are used to trap atoms, h
ever, the absence of built-in laser cooling makes it difficult
obtain vibrational excitation and confinement comparable
the near-resonance case. Accordingly, experiments on
off-resonance lattices have so far achieved low vibratio
excitation only by allowing the majority of vibrationally ex
cited atoms to escape@7#. We demonstrate here a loadin
scheme, in which cesium atoms are first cooled and trap
in a near-resonance lattice, and then adiabatically transfe
to a superimposed far-off resonance lattice. Immediately
lowing transfer we achieve trapping parameters compar
to the near-resonance case, with a mean vibrational ex
tion as low asn̄'0.3, and a typical rms position spread
Dz'l/20. Based on the lattice parameters we calculate
off-resonance photon scattering rate of order 103 s21. We
find, however, that Lamb-Dicke suppression of spontane
Raman scattering keeps the accompanying increase in v
tional excitation on the order of 1023 quanta per oscillation
period. Heating is therefore almost negligible on vibration
time scales.
551050-2947/97/55~6!/3991~4!/$10.00
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We form our far-off-resonance optical lattice using a p
of counterpropagating laser beams of linear and orthogo
polarizations@the one-dimensional~1D! lin'lin configura-
tion @1##, tuned a few tens of GHz below the 6S1/2(F
54)→6P3/2(F855) transition atl5852 nm. The lattice
beams are produced with a 0.5-W single-mode diode la
this limits the peak intensity to 1 W/cm2 for Gaussian lattice
beams with an intensity full width at half maximum'3.3
mm. The 1D lin'lin configuration creates a pair ofs1 and
s2 polarized standing waves, offset byl/4 so that the anti-
nodes of one standing wave coincide with the nodes of
other. In the limit of weak excitation the lattice potential fo
the ground hyperfine stateuF,m& is the sum of the light shifts
associated with driven transitions to statesuF8,m8& in the
excited-state manifold,

UFm~z!5
\G

8ER

I

I 0
(
F8m8

G

DF8
f Fm
F8m8@~m82m!cos~2kz!11#.

~1!

In this expressionG52p35.22 MHz is the natural line-
width, ER5(\k)2/2m is the photon recoil energy,I is the
intensity per lattice beam,I 05phGc/3l351.10 mW/cm2 is
the saturation intensity,DF8 is the detuning from the

F→F8 transition, andf Fm
F8m8 is the oscillator strength for the

transition uF,m&→uF8,m8&. In the far-off-resonance limit
Eq. ~1! yields a set of potentials that is topographically sim
lar to the potentials associated with an isolatedF54→F8
55 transition, with potential minima located at sites of pu
s1 ~s2! polarization for statesu4,m.0& (u4,m,0&). In
this work we are interested in states localized near the
tential minima, where the diabatic and adiabatic potent
~obtained by diagonalizing the light-shift Hamiltonian! are
indistinguishable. In that case we can approximate the at
by product statesu4,m,n&5u4,m& ^ unm&, where unm& is an
eigenstate of the anharmonic oscillator obtained by expa
ing the diabatic potentialU4m(z) to order (kz)4 around a
potential minimum. Exceptions are states involving the m
netic sublevelu4,0&, which are unbound; in our experimen
those states contain less than 5% of the total population
can be ignored.

We load this far-off-resonance lattice with atoms from
superimposed 1D lin'lin near-resonance lattice. A cycle o
R3991 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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our experiment proceeds as follows. A cold~3-mK,
1010-cm23) sample of Cs atoms is produced using a stand
vapor cell magneto-optical trap~MOT! and 3D optical mo-
lasses. The MOT-3D molasses beams are extinguished
the atoms equilibrate in the near-resonance lattice for'1 ms,
during which time they are optically pumped into the ma
netic sublevelsu4,m564& and become trapped in the fe
lowest vibrational states of the corresponding lattice pot
tial wells. Transfer to the far-off-resonance lattice is acco
plished by a simultaneous linear turn-off and turn-on of
near- and far-off-resonance potentials over a'200-ms pe-
riod. During the MOT-3D molasses and near-resonance
tice phases a separate laser provides repumping from
6S1/2(F53) hyperfine ground state; this repumping laser
not present during the far-off-resonance lattice phase.

The axes of the near- and far-off-resonance lattices
parallel and vertical to better than 20 mrad, and we use ti
of-flight analysis to measure the momentum distribution
both. This is accomplished by suddenly releasing the ato
from the lattice and measuring the distribution of arriv
times as they fall through a'200-mm-thick horizontal shee
of probe light located 5 cm below the lattice volume. O
setup can detect atoms trapped in the lattice for timest <100
ms. However, at timest>5 ms motion transverse to the la
tice axis causes the atom cloud to expand significantly
the wings of the Gaussian lattice beams. The transverse
tion into shallower potentials leads to adiabatic cooling@1#,
and the momentum distribution is narrowed accordingly.
described below, this must be taken into account when
momentum spread is used to determine vibrational excita
and localization. Adding a magnetic field gradient and b
field as the atoms fall from the lattice to the probe volum
permits us to separate arrival times, and to measure pop
tions for the magnetic sublevelsu4,m& @8#.

To achieve low vibrational excitation and strong localiz
tion one must load atoms selectively into deeply bou
states. In principle, this can be accomplished if atoms
adiabatically released from a near-resonance lattice and
recaptured in a superimposed far-off-resonance lattice. D
ing adiabatic release and recapture the tightly bound state
the near-resonance lattice evolve into free-particle state
near-zero momentum and then into tightly bound states
the far-off-resonance lattice@1#. This type of adiabatic trans
fer should work well even if the near- and far-off-resonan
lattices have slightly different lattice constants or symme
In our setup, however, it fails for several reasons. Most
portantly the presence of gravity precludes adiabatic ev
tion via free states, as unbound atoms are quickly acceler
away from zero momentum. In addition, residual magne
fields will cause precession of the atomic spin in the abse
of lattice light, and change the distribution of populatio
over magnetic sublevels. A similar change in the atomic
ternal state can occur if the transfer between lattices is no
diabatic with respect to the atomic internal degrees of fr
dom. It may be possible to overcome these difficulties
transferring the atoms in a free-falling frame, and in the pr
ence of a bias magnetic field along the lattice axis.

In this work we instead keep the atoms strongly localiz
in deep potential wells at all times. This is accomplished
overlapping the potential wells of the near- and far-o
resonance lattices, and by coordinating the turn-on and t
rd
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off of the lattices so the sum of the potentials remains
proximately constant during the transfer. Good over
between the potential wells of the near- and far-o
resonance lattices is critical, and is accomplished as il
trated in Fig. 1.

The momentum distribution of a sample of atoms in t
near- or far-off-resonance lattice@Fig. 2~a!# is indistinguish-
able from a Gaussian fit, from which we obtain the rms m
mentumDp. Based on a few reasonable working assum
tions we can then obtain information about the populatio
pmn of the statesu4,m,n& by settingDp25^(m,npmn

2 pmn&,
wherepmn

2 is the mean-square momentum in stateu4,m,n&,
and the average is performed over the distribution of ato
positions in the lattice. We first assume thatpmn does not
depend strongly on position and also that the distribution
population over the vibrational statesunm& is nearly indepen-
dent of um&. In this approximationDp2'(m,n^pn

2&pn ,
where^pn

2& is the mean-square momentum for the manifo

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for adiabatic transfer between
tices. Near- and far-off-resonance laser beams are combined w
polarization beam splitter~PBS!. Pairs of acousto-optic modulator
~AOM! and half-wave plates (l/2) provide independent control o
the intensities of the two pairs of lattice beams. Equal optical p
lengthsl from beam splitter to atomic sample~to better than 1 mm!
ensure that the lattice potential wells remain adequately overlap
as long as the lattice frequency difference is well below 150 G

FIG. 2. ~a! Typical time-of-flight distribution measured for at
oms in the far-off-resonance lattice. The corresponding momen
distribution is indistinguishable from a Gaussian.~b! Time-of-flight
distribution in the presence of a gradient magnetic field, for
near- ~lower curve! and far-off-resonance~upper curve! lattices.
Each of the nine peaks corresponds to atoms in a separate mag
sublevel.
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$unm&% of the nth excited vibrational states, averaged ov
position and weighted by the populations of theu4,m& states,
and pn5(mpnm is the total population of the manifold
$unm&%. We then assume a thermal distribution over vib
tional states, and calculate the vibrational temperature
yields the observedDp. Finally we use the mean excitatio
n̄5(nnpn as a convenient measure to describe the degre
vibrational excitation.

We precool and localize atoms in a near-resonance la
with intensity I52.5I 0 per beam and detuningD5223G.
This corresponds to a peak-peak modulation depthUpp
578ER of the U44(z) diabatic potential, with three boun
states in each potential well for theu4,m564& states. Figure
2~b! shows a time-of-fight distribution with individual state
u4,m& separated by a gradient magnetic field; the correspo
ing population of the statesu4,m564& is ;0.75. The evi-
dent population asymmetry between statesu4,m54& and
u4,m524& most likely derives from imperfect lattice pola
ization or from a nonzero magnetic field parallel to the latt
axis @9#. From the measured momentum spreadDp5(2.57
60.04)\k we infer ann̄50.3760.03@10#, corresponding to
a population of the vibrational ground-state manifold ofp0
50.73. Taking into account the population in statesu4,m5
64& we estimate a populationp640'0.55 in the lowest
bound state of the lattice.

To show that our transfer scheme results in negligi
heating we measuren̄ immediately after transfer, for differ
ent values of the lattice depthUpp and detuningD from the
F54→F855 transition~Fig. 3!. For lattices that are not too
shallow we findn̄50.3460.03 @10#. Using a thermally ex-
cited anharmonic-oscillator model we calculate the rms
calization to be in the rangel/17–l/24, depending on lattice
depth. These initial values are comparable to those achie
in near-resonance lattices. A measurement of the distribu
of population over statesu4,m& @Fig. 2~b!# shows that the
magnetization is slightly less than in the near-resonance
tice, with a total population of;0.55 in statesu4,m564&.
Transfer efficiency between the near- and far-off-resona
lattices is typically in the range 90–95 %.

Atoms in the far-off-resonance lattice are slowly hea
by photon scattering. Figure 4 shows the increase

FIG. 3. Mean vibrational excitationn̄ in the far-off-resonance
lattice, as a function of the peak-peak modulation depthUpp of the
lattice potentialU44. Solid ~open! symbols indicate data taken fo
lattice detunings ofD5220 GHz (D5210 GHz!. Circles
~squares! indicate vibrational excitation measured att520 ms (t
50.1 ms! after transfer from the near-resonance lattice.
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n̄, as a function of trapping timet, for lattices of different
depth and detuning. We note that our measurement ofn̄ be-
comes less reliable ast increases. This happens partly due
uncertainty about the transverse velocity of the atoms,
mostly due to a breakdown of the anharmonic-oscilla
model as atoms heat up and as they move into region
shallow potentials. For comparison, a band-structure calc
tion for Upp5105ER and Upp5209ER ~corresponding to
Fig. 4! shows 3 and 5 bound states, respectively, in the w
of theU44(z) potential. We estimate that the uncertainty
n̄ is610% att;0 ms, increasing to620% att520 ms@10#.
Accordingly, we do not show values for timest.20 ms,
even though a time-of-flight signal is easily detectable.

Initially n̄ increases roughly as expected from phot
scattering. For an atom localized near an antinode of
s1 standing wave and optically pumped into th
state u4,m54&, the scattering rate is close togs
5G(I /4I 0)/(D/G)

2. For the parameters of Fig. 4 this corr
sponds to photon scattering rates in the rangegs
5500–2000 s21. Figure 4 shows calculations ofn̄ vs time,
obtained by solving rate equations for the vibrational pop
lations for an atom bound in a potential well of theU44(z)
optical potential, on the axis of the lattice beams. A mo
quantitative comparison with theory is not attempted he
and will be difficult to accomplish given the uncertainty o
n̄ at long trapping times. Irrespective of the details of t
model, however, one always expects the rate of heatin
increase with the photon scattering rate. Figure 4 shows
dependence only during the first few milliseconds; at la
timesn̄ depends only on the lattice depth. Figure 3 illustra
this linear scaling ofn̄ with lattice depth, att520 ms. This
behavior is qualitatively similar to the steady-state scal
known from near-resonance lattices@1#, and one might
speculate that a cooling mechanism is active also in the
off-resonance case. Unfortunately the limited interact
time available in our 1D geometry does not permit us
confirm or rule out whethern̄ will eventually reach steady
state.

It is possible that the increase inn̄ is limited by the escape

FIG. 4. Mean vibrational excitationn̄ in the far-off-resonance
lattice, as a function of timet elapsed since transfer from the nea
resonance lattice. Solid circles correspond to a lattice detuninD
5220 GHz ~23831G! and a peak-peak modulation lengthUpp

5105ER of the U44 potential. Open symbols correspond toD5
210 GHz ~21916G! and Upp5105ER ~circles!, Upp5209ER

~squares!. Solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines show the expe
heating from photon scattering.
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of atoms with a thermal energy above the lattice potent
well depth. We find that the number of atoms trapped in
lattice decays exponentially, with a time constantt0'~2 ms/
GHz!3D. This scaling is consistent with loss caused p
dominantly by the escape of hot atoms. An atom trapped
potential well of depthUpp is heated at a rate proportional
gs , and will escape after a time proportional toUpp /gsER
}D/T. Other loss processes that we expect to contribute
optical pumping to theF53 hyperfine ground state, and,
long trapping times, escape in the direction perpendicula
the lattice axis.

An important goal of this work is to evaluate the feasib
ity of resolved-sideband Raman cooling and quantum-s
preparation in a far-off-resonance lattice. Sideband coo
can remove a quantum of vibration every few oscillati
periods; to be feasible, this time must be much less than
time required to pick up a quantum of vibration due to
sources of heating. For the lattice parameters explored in
4, the most rapid rate of increase inn̄ occurs immediately
after transfer; it is approximately 20, 40, and;100 s21 for
the three sets of data. At the same time the vibrational os
lation frequencies in the harmonic approximation are 42
60 kHz, for lattice depths of 105ER and 209ER , respectively.
The increase inn̄ during an oscillation period thus falls in th
range 0.531023 to 231023. This favorable combination o
time scales suggests that sideband cooling should be feas

To assess the feasibility of quantum-state preparation,
must determine the time scale for decay of motional coh
ences. This issue is only indirectly addressed by our exp
ment. Raman spectroscopy in near-resonance lattices
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shown Lamb-Dicke suppression of the decay of vibratio
coherences, to a value well below the photon scattering
@1#. This is indeed what one expects for atoms that are cl
to harmonically bound. For the lattice parameters of Fig. 4
simple harmonic-oscillator model then gives an estim
@(kz0)

2gs#
21;1022 ;1022 s for the lifetime of a vibra-

tional coherence, wherez0 is the rms extent of the vibra
tional ground state. This is two to three orders of magnitu
longer than the harmonic-oscillation period, which sets
time scale for Hamiltonian evolution within a potential we
and suggests that coherent control of the center-of-mass
tion may be possible. Starting from the vibrational grou
state, one might then generate nonclassical states, suc
Foch states and squeezed states@3#. More interestingly, the
periodic nature of the lattice potential opens up the prosp
of preparing and studying entirely new quantum states
extend over more than one lattice potential well. Quantu
state control within a single potential well becomes partic
larly interesting if means can be found to load a far-o
resonance lattice with high-density atomic samples.
ultimate goal will be to populate a single quantum state o
three-dimensional potential well with more than one atom
feasible, this will provide a ‘‘pumping mechanism’’ for re
cent proposals to construct a matter-wave equivalent of
laser@11#. More generally one may hope to study quantu
statistical effects associated with motion in a lattice potent
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